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Dylan Moran at New Theatre, Oxford

Alex Hardy
Last updated at 12:01AM, March 16 2015

Someone sneezed as Dylan Moran performed his new show, Off the Hook. The Irish comic didn’t respond with a standard “bless
you”, but with sympathy that the sneezer was “afflicted with rebellious eustachian tubes”. There’s a sentence to chew on — and
there was the tone of the evening. In his heightened ideas and vocabulary, Moran compulsively swerves clichés as he builds up
layers of laughs. And layers of the piercingly morose. This is still the Moran we know from the sitcom Black Books and before:
you can have any world view you want, as long as it’s misanthropic.

The topics he addresses are familiar: a man’s redundancy within his own family; the “constant state of crisis” our world now
lives in; how annoying young people are. However, Moran brings to the themes such a raw sense of deflation and, most
importantly, a hugely imaginative perspective in which everyday problems spin into evocative new dimensions. A tale of his
children requesting a pet becomes almost like a prison tragedy featuring a hamster. His analogies for David Cameron and Nigel
Farage are spot-on enough to raise waves of laughter — and a shudder.

As Moran talks about his own dysfunction, he briefly introduces us to the cast of voices in his own head. We also see them more
explicitly, via a big screen — constantly rotating images of his lurid artworks. Sample sketch: a human face with pointing fingers
protruding from it, at neat angles like an Escher painting. This backdrop was always exciting but almost a little distracting. I
wanted to watch again to pause on the visuals, like a sitcom that merits repeat viewings for its sight gags.

Much better to have too much than too little, though, from a comic who has proven himself once more to be both funny and
fascinating, and utterly deserving of his place in the modern classics.

Touring until May 30: dylanmoran.com
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